LARGE RANGE OF QUALITY USED MEDICAL EQUIPMENT JUST ARRIVED

VALLEYLAB FORCE 2 AND FORCE 40 ELECTROSURGICAL UNITS

As new quality digital electrosurgical units

See page 3

FROM

$3,500

INCL. GST

AVAILABLE IN THIS MONTH’S CATALOGUE

* Anaesthetic Units
* Drip Stands
* ECGs
* ECG / Defibrillators
* Operating Microscope Zeiss
* Orthopaedic Kits
* Orthopaedic Equipment
* Oxygen Flow Meters
* Patient monitors HP
* Patient Monitors Datex AS3
* Stainless Steel Trollies
* Surgical Suction Pumps
* Theatre Operating Lights
* Valleylab Electrosurgical units
* Ventilators

ANAESTHETIC UNITS

15 Late Model Ulco 615 Elite Anaesthetic Units

FROM

$1,950

INCL. GST

See page 2 for details

ORTHOPAEDIC BONE PLATING KITS

Mini Fragment and Micro Plating Kits
Stryker Leibinger Titanium Mini Kits. Includes Plates, screws and Instruments in Autoclave containers.

PRICED AT

$2,900

AND

$3,100

INCL. GST

See page 3 for details

ZEISS OPERATING MICROSCOPE

Quality mobile operating microscope
Suitable for Ophthalmology or General Surgery

$2,800

INCL. GST

See page 2

Austvet Pty Ltd, P.O. Box 489, Yarra Glen Vic 3775
phone: 1300 883 937  fax: (03) 5797 8100
email: david@austvet.com.au  web: austvet.com.au
SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT

ULCO ELITE 615 ANAESTHETIC UNITS

15 Ulco 615 Elite quality Anaesthetic units have just arrived

- All stainless Steel Units
- Mobile
- Overhead equipment shelf
- 2 drawers
- Oxygen Rotameter
- Emergency Flush valve
- Circle absorber
- Selectatec vaporiser mount
- On board oxygen cylinder mount
- Large cylinder inlet at rear

Mobile Units
FROM $1,900 INCL. GST
(Vaporiser additional)

ULCO SMALL ANIMAL VENTILATORS

Late model Ulco EV500 Anaesthetic Ventilators

In excellent condition.

Connects to most standard anaesthetic units, including ULCO, DATEX and all TEC type machines.

6 Available $690 EA INCL. GST

CARL ZEISS OPERATING MICROSCOPE

Quality mobile operating microscope
Suitable for Ophthalmology or General Surgery

- Mobile Zeiss Surgical Microscope. Compact model with Fibre Optic Lighting, superb optics.
- Suit busy small animal hospital or specialist centre.
- Suitable for ophthalmology or General Surgery.

$2,800 INCL. GST

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST - FREIGHT ADDITIONAL
At these prices payment is required with order direct deposit, Mastercard or Visa
SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT

VALLEYLAB ELECTROSURGICAL UNITS

Valleylab Force 2 and Force 40

Valleylab FORCE 2 $3,500 INCL. GST

Valleylab FORCE 40 $3,900 INCL. GST

CLEMENTS SURGICAL SUCTION PUMPS

- High volume, high pressure (adjustable) surgical suction pumps
- Very hard to obtain quality Australian made surgical pumps
- These are a true surgical suction pump and not a light weight aspiration pump
- Heavy duty motor
- All regularly serviced and maintained
- Large volume jar
- Adjustable suction control
- Air filter
- All Hoses and suction tips supplied
- Ready to use
- Ideal small animal or equine unit
- 240v operation

$490 EA INCL. GST

10 Available

ORTHOPAEDIC BONE PLATING KITS

Quality Stryker Leibinger Titanium mini kits - 2 Kits Available
All in as new condition. Suitable for busy small animal hospital or Orthopaedic Specialist

2.0MM MODULER PLATE,SCREW AND INSTRUMENT KIT
- Includes a wide range of 2mm screws (70)
- 45 x Titanium Plates (can be cut)
- Instrument box 30cm x 30cm x 10cm
- With all instruments (1 x Screwdriver missing 2 x Supplied)

$3,100 INCL. GST

1.2MM, 1.4MM MINI MICRO PLATE, SCREW AND INSTRUMENT KIT
- Includes a wide range of 1.2mm and 1.4mm Screws
- 25 x Titanium Plates
- Instrument Box
- 30cm x 20cm x 8cm
- With all instruments (1 x Plate Holder missing)

$2,900 INCL. GST

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER PHONE 1300 883 937 OR FAX TO (03) 5797 8100
GRASEBY 500 INFUSION PUMPS

Quality Refurbished, fully maintained Graseby Volumetric Infusion Pumps
Now is the time to upgrade your infusion pumps

Austvet has available a large number of these quality volumetric, digital infusion pumps. All have been refurbished by our biomedical engineer. We have negotiated a special price on dedicated Graseby giving sets of $7.50 per giving set (normal price $18.40). This makes the Graseby extremely affordable with the low cost of dedicated giving sets.

SPECIAL OFFER

Buy 1 pump at $495 each (incl. GST)
Buy 2 Pumps at $450 each (incl. GST)
Buy 3 Pumps at $400 each (incl. GST)

6 MONTH WARRANTY

Please contact our office for further discounts on large quantity purchase.

NOW WITH LOW COST GIVING SETS
Giving Sets now only $7.50 each (all prices inclusive of GST)

GEMINI PC1 AND PC2 INFUSION PUMPS

Now available a limited number of PC1 And PC2 Infusion Pumps
All pumps have been through the Alaris workshop for calibration and servicing and have a 6 month warranty.

Gemini PC1 Infusion Pump
$395 each (incl. GST)

Gemini PC2 Infusion Pump
$595 each (incl. GST)

EASY TO USE

NOW WITH LOW COST GIVING SETS
Giving Sets now only $7.50 each (all prices inclusive of GST)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST - FREIGHT ADDITIONAL
At these prices payment is required with order direct deposit, Mastercard or Visa
**HP VIRIDIA COLOUR PATIENT MONITOR**

Wall mounted HP Monitors with wall mounting bracket. Colour patient monitor with SPO2, ECG and Blood Pressure. Supplied with SPO2 lead and sensor (Tongue/ear Sensor), ECG Lead Set, BP hose and Cuff Set. (Only suitable for animals over 15kg).

$980 INCL. GST

3 Available

---

**DATEX AS3 COLOUR PATIENT MONITOR**

Late model AS3 Flat screen patient monitor with full parameter patient monitoring

- Spo2
- ECG
- BP
- Temp
- End tidal CO2
- Anaesthetic Gases inc Isoflurane.

$2,500 INCL. GST

2 Available

---

**NIHON KOHDEN ECG DEFIBRILLATOR**

Late model ECG with defib. Large screen and printer

- Can be used as a stand-alone ECG
- 3 lead ECG.
- Easy to use with printer

$850 INCL. GST

---

**PHILIPS ECG DEFIBRILATOR**

Portable ECG with Screen display and Printer

Can be used as a stand-alone ECG. Easy to use.

$750 INCL. GST

1 Available

---

**PHILIPS ECG DEFIBRILATOR (#2)**

Late model Yellow ECG defibrillator

Can be used as a stand-alone ECG with Printer.

$890 INCL. GST

1 Available

---

**HP COLOUR PATIENT MONITOR ON MOBILE STAND**

HP Patient monitor on mobile stand

Flat screen colour monitor with SPO2, ECG and BP. (Only suitable for animals over 15kg)

$990 INCL. GST

---

**HP COLOUR PATIENT MONITOR**

Wall mounted HP Monitors with wall mounting bracket. Colour patient monitor with SPO2, ECG and Blood Pressure. Supplied with SPO2 lead and sensor (Tongue/ear Sensor), ECG Lead Set, BP hose and Cuff Set. (Only suitable for animals over 15kg).

$980 INCL. GST

---
SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT

OPERATING THEATRE LIGHTS

Hospilite 5 Globe ceiling Mounted Operating lights in excellent condition

Suitable for a 3 metre ceiling. All Ceiling brackets supplied.

You will require some reinforcing of your ceiling to mount this set of lights.

Please note the photo shown is for illustration purposes only if you require an original please contact our office.

TWIN O VAC SURGICAL SUCTION PUMPS

Quality CIG oxygen surgical suction units in as new condition

Connects to Oxygen regulator outlet in line to Anaesthetic unit. 400ml capacity Jar. Easy to clean. Supplied with suction hose and hand piece.

$190 EA INCL. GST

10 Available

DRIP STANDS

Mobile drip stands

Available from

$90 EA INCL. GST

X-RAY VIEWERS SINGLE BAY

Single bay x-ray viewers
Bench mount or wall mount

Size:
W 42cm x
H 62cm x
D 12cm

3 Available

$90 EA INCL. GST

STAINLESS STEEL TROLLEYS

Equipment Dressing Trolley
With 2 drawers, rail on 3 sides and shelf under. Size: W 75 x D 50 x H 90cm

$390 INCL. GST

Examination Procedure Trolley
Size: W 84 x D 60 x H 93cm

$290 INCL. GST

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST - FREIGHT ADDITIONAL

At these prices payment is required with order direct deposit, Mastercard or Visa
STAINLESS STEEL TROLLEY
Quality Multipurpose Stainless Steel Trolley with 3 drawers and drop down side table.

Size:
W 80cm
(110cm with drop down table)
D 50cm x
H 90cm

$690
INCL. GST

ENDOSCOPY SYSTEM
Small Animal Rigid Endoscopy System
Ideal for upper airway examinations, ear and Laparoscopic Procedures. Includes:
• Stryker Camera
• Fibre Optic Cable
• 2 Rigid Scopes
• Small Monitor
• Illuminator 2
• High powered light source

COMPLETE SYSTEM ONLY
$1,950
INCL. GST

HEINE OTOSCOPE AND OPHTHALMOSCOPE SET
Quality Heine Set
Standard battery handle. Fibreoptic otoscope head.

$490
INCL. GST
BE QUICK
1 ONLY

X-RAY TABLE TRX
Floating small Animal X-ray Table
TRX brand. Ideal for use with mobile X-Ray unit.

$1,590
INCL. GST

ORTHOPOAEDIC BONE SAW
Battery operated orthopaedic Sagittal Bone saw
New still in original packing. Small animal orthopaedic Bone Saw.
Autoclavable (except battery pack)
2 batteries supplied.
Saw blades supplied.
Charger supplied.

$1,950
INCL. GST

OXYGEN WALL PLATES
CIG Medical Oxygen Wall Outlets
Suitable for retro-fitting into existing buildings or for new constructions.

SINGLE
$52 EA
INCL. GST

DOUBLE
$95 EA
INCL. GST
HEATING AND COOLING BED
Small Animal Heating and cooling bed. Duotemp bed. Suitable for animals up to 14kg.

$190 INCL. GST

HEATED PET CUSHION
600mm diameter. 12v Transformer

$50 ea INCL. GST

HEATED PET CUSHION
Redflex Polymer Bed. 34cm x 60cm x 1cm

$59 ea INCL. GST

PET RECOVERY PAD

$85 INCL. GST

TRANSPORT CAGES
Suitable for cats and small dog. Size: width 36cm x depth 47cm x height 27cm. Available in blue or red.

$19 ea INCL. GST

AUSTVET SURGICAL DRAPE MATERIAL
Now available
Polyester/cotton Green Barrier Cloth
Water Resistant, Autoclavable

$15/MTR INCL. GST

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST - FREIGHT ADDITIONAL
At these prices payment is required with order direct deposit, Mastercard or Visa